
 

 

BOARD OF OUTREACH 
Meeting Minutes 
6:30pm, Wednesday, April 15, 2020 

Attendance: 

Yes No   Yes No  

X  Hannah Campbell Gustafson, Outreach Coordinator  X  Mary Jordan (2021) 

X  Sally Cassellius (2022)  X  E.J. Kelley (2022) 

X  Chris Church (2021)  X  Sue Moses (2020) 

X  Birdie Cunningham (2022)  X  Peter Vitale (2020) 

X  Peter Eichten (2020), Chair   X Gingie Ward (2021) 

Peter led the opening meditation. The meeting was conducted via Zoom. 

Actions Taken: 

Growth Taskforce-Peter E. Checked in with the board to encourage us to continue thinking of ways we can  
respond to the GTF recommendations.  
 
Radical Hospitality-EJ updated the board regarding the Groveland Food Shelf during the current pandemic. 
They have had a huge influx of clients.  They’re getting an increased amount of donations as other food 
shelves which have shut down. As a result they are moving all of the inventory outside every morning in 
order to keep people from congregating in the confined space in the basement of the church. 
 
Sew Good Goods-Birdie. BCBS approached them for help getting facemasks out to Allina. They partnered 
with Treadle Yard Goods in St. Paul and put together sewing individual kits used to make 20 facemasks each. 
They advertised on BCBS blog, people picked up the kits and dropped off completed masks. It was HUGELY 
successful and has been extended.  They are now working with a fabric store in Virginia, MN. Working on a 
new project, working with Knit and Bolt to obtain surgical material to provide kits to make mask covers so the 
N95 masks can reused. These will go to North Memorial.  
 
Beacon-Peter The Easter collection is going to Beacon this year, and they are still working with Families 
Moving Forward which means putting the families up in hotels and having meals brought, thus adding a huge 
expense to their budget. They are also paying increased fees to have their offices and spaces cleaned weekly. 
 
Staff Report–Hannah 3rd Sunday Meal. The other churches who participate in the hosting rotation 
approached us since were the only one that has a building that’s “sort of” open (school, food shelf). We are 
committed through the end of May to provide the meal every Sunday, with other churches helping with 
staffing and costs and figuring out ways to do it safely. 
 
Families Moving Forward is complicated right now. Our host week is May 17th.  But, if Plymouth isn’t hosting 
services then we won’t be hosting. Still up in the air. 
 
Update on working with Reclaim! Nina and Hannah spoke with them to get clarity on financial commitment. 
There is no one model or amount.  The board had agreed upon $5000 at the last meeting. Peter E. suggested 
we make in an annual commitment and determine the amount on a yearly basis going forward. The board 
agreed by consensus. 
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Next Meeting 

6:30pm April 15, 2020 

 

Respectfully submitted by 
Peter Vitale, secretary 


